
 

 

 

 

 

Rules and Regulations for Jura’Chien Trophy 2020 

1 – Event Description : 

The Trophée Jura’Chien is a canicross event, taking place during 4 days in the massif of Jura (department 
39), at the Sports center of Bellecin - 39270 Orgelet (Lake of Vouglans). This competition takes place under 
the regulations for races of the Federation of Sports and Canine Leisure activities (FSLC), available on the 
web site: www.fslc-canicross.net 

The organisers are Dog’ing Jura, registered with the Prefecture of Jura, whose head office is: 110 rue de 
Besançon - 39000 Lons-le-Saunier and are affiliated to the F.S.L.C. The registration of competitors in the 
Trophy Jura Dog 2019 involves the complete acceptance of the present regulations. 

The winner in the Trophy Jura Dog 2019 is the competitor with the best time, with the same dog in the 
same category over the 4 days of the competition: Scratch Man - Scratch Woman (adult, junior).  

For “child” entries, the trophy is awarded for the categories (Benjamins, Minimes, Cadets) these must have 
at least 5 entries in each category. The trophy is awarded to the competitor obtaining the best time, boys 
and girls combined. 

The prizes will also be distributed by category (refer to the regulation FSLC), as long as there are sufficient 
entries (5 per category - otherwise this will be grouped with the nearby category containing least 
competitors). 

The organizer reserves the right to also award "special prices": prize for the smallest dog, the tail-runner, 
etc. 

2 - Participation : 

The Trophée is open to all participents of canicross, licenced or not. 
The minimum age of dogs is 18 months on the start date of the trophy (except dog running on child race 
12 months). 
For children under the age of 16 entry is FREE (Baby, Benjamins, Minimes, Cadets). Opening registrations 
start 15th februar 2020. The deadline for registration is 10th May 2020 at midnight 
 
2-1 - TARIFS : see below. 
2-1-1 : Tarif «LICENCIES» : competitors license holders who are affiliated with the following federations: 
FSLC, FFPTC, SCC and foreign federations members in the I.C.F (International Canicross Federation: FCB, 
FSCS, VDSV). The presentation of a valid license is compulsory.  
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2-1-2 : Tarif «NON-LICENCIES» : competitors without license or with other sportive federations listed in 
paragraph 2-1-1 (athletics, sleight,…).  
This increase is in line with the federal contribution received per competitor by the organisers, which is 
double the amount for non-FSLC members. The presentation of a medical certificate of fitness for sport 
dated no earlier than 1 year from date of competiton is compulsory. 

2-1-3 : Tarifs «MAJORES» : from 13th April 2020, prices will be increase by 5 euros, whatever the number 
of competing days.  

Adult Junior Child/baby Adult Junior Child/baby
4 days (trophy) 50,00  €           30,00  €           free 55,00  €           35,00  €           free
2 days (thur-fri. or sun-sat.) 30,00  €           20,00  €           free 35,00  €           25,00  €           free
2x 2 days (competitor with 2 dogs) 60,00  €           40,00  €           free 65,00  €           45,00  €           free

Adult Junior Child/baby Adult Junior Child/baby
4 days (trophy) 55,00  €           35,00  €           free 60,00  €           40,00  €           free
2 days (thur-fri. or sun-sat.) 35,00  €           25,00  €           free 40,00  €           30,00  €           free
2x 2 days (competitor with 2 dogs) 65,00  €           45,00  €           free 70,00  €           50,00  €           free

Preferential rates

Increased rates

Registrations from 02-15th-2020 to 04-12th-2020

Registrations from 04-13th-2020 to 05-10th-2020

Licensee Not licensee

Licensee Not licensee

 
 
2-4 - Vaccinations : For All dogs present on-site, the vaccinations Rabies, Kennel cough, Parvovirus and 
distemper are obligatory, in conjunction with the rules and regulations stipulated by the federal authority. 
Competitors must make sure that the health of their dog(s) is compatible with the participation in the 
Trophy Jura Dog with a veterinarian. 

3 - Registration :  
Participation is limited to 300 competitors, with priority given to those entering the 4 day event. 
 
3-1 - Type of registration :  
The overall classification Trophée Jura’Chien will only take into account a competitor using the same dog. 
Every dog will be given a timing chip. 

For inscriptions of 2 Days, it is possible to compete on Thursday-Friday or Saturday-Sunday, on condition 
that there are available places but the classification will not count for the Trophy. It is not possible to 
compete on a daily basis, nor to join on Thursday-Sunday or Friday-Saturday, this for reasons of 
organization. 

For the two day event is it possible to register a second dog for one or two categories : submission 2x2 days 
(Dog A, Thursday/Friday and Dog B Saturday/Sunday). This does not count in the overall trophee 
classification. You will be issued two timing chips, one for each dog. Both dogs will be subject to the animal 
control check on day 1. The registration 2x2 days applies. 

3-2 - Registration Modification : The registrations can be modified up to the closing date (10th May 2020). 
After this deadline, NO MODIFICATION WILL BE ACCEPTED. There will be no registration and no on-site 
modification. 

3-3 - Registration Cancellation : After the final day of registration (10th May 2020), the organizer reserves 
the right to cancel a registration with reimbursement of expenses (see paragraph 3-5) ONLY in the 



following conditions: the request is made at least 24 hours before the beginning of the competition and is 
motivated by an exceptional reason (accident, wound of the competitor or the dog, breakdown, death) 
upon presentation of written proof (medical, veterinary or insurance certificate), and sent by e-mail to: 
pascal.hud@neuf.fr. Any subsequent refund request will not be taken into account. Bank charges (credit 
card registration) and postal charges will be deducted from refunds.  

3-4 - Internet site for Registration : Registrations are made on-line with our partner Canicompet 
(www.canicompet.fr). Payment is by bank/credit card, eurocheques or bank transfer, only after receipt of 
cheques or credit card payment will the registration be finalised. The amount of the sums paid as well as 
the information supplied is under the full responsibility of the competitor. 

3-5 - Registration Refunds : These will only happen in case of cancellation of the event or in the conditions 
defined in 3-3. Any refund will be subject to deduction of banking charges, (the credit card payment), the 
mail expenses, and possibly the federation contribution. (see paragraph 4).  

4 - Cancellation of Trophee or Stage : In the event of a force of nature (weather, exceptional phenomena, 
…) the organizer can decide on the partial or total cancellation of the race. The competitors will be notified 
as soon as the decision has been taken, a refund will be awarded after taking into account any small costs 
incurred by the organisers. 

4-1 - Temperatures : In case of temperatures exceeding 25°C, departure times will be subject to change 
(earlier start in morning races and later start in afternoon races). If however the temperatures remain more 
than 25°C, the race will be cancelled. The partial cancellation of races unfortunately will not be refundable. 

5 - Race Timing : 

5-1 - Timing : to guarantee a reliable measure of the race times the calculations will be carried out by 
electronic chip timing. The competitors will activate on departure and arrival which will record the time 
elapsed in the electronic chip system. The times measured by quite different devices (GPS watch, 
smartphone, etc.) and/or by the competitors will not be taken into account. 

5-2 - Mounting of the chip : The timing chip must be fixed to the harness of the dog at the level of the 
breast,  to be the closest to the ground. In case of equally timed arrivals, a camera situated on the finishing 
line will decide the winner: according to the federal regulation it is the nose of the dog that determines the 
winner. Competitors having fixed the chip to another place (trainer/shoe), on back of the dog, or wrist) or 
having lost their chip will be disqualified from the race. Attention: every chip is issued to a specific dog; if 
several dogs are entered, please make sure the correct chip is assigned to the right dog. 
 
6 - Competitors Reception  : Issue of numbers (bibs), Vet and equipment check and material will take place 
on Thursday, 21st May 2020. The competitors are invited to verify the information supplied during their 
registration. They must attend a race briefing (without dog) prior to each race. There will be a second 
reception for those participating in the Saturday/Sunday schedule this will be on Saturday 23rd May 2020. 
Times and schedule will be published at a later date. 

7 - Course details and markings : Routes are traced and marked out under the responsibility of the 
organizer, in agreement with the judge and\or the director of the race. The marking is done in a way that 
there is no ambiguity on the route to be followed, either by showing ways by means of tape, or by means 
of the approved signposts. The traced routes will not be, on any account modified or removed by the 
competitors at the risk of disqualification. 



During a race only those competitors registered are allowed on the route, it is strictly forbidden for other 
competitors to use the trail for the duration of the race, at the risk of disqualification. Special dispensation 
can be given by the organisation, provided the race is not in progress. No use of the run routes is allowed 
during marking-out. The organizer reserves the right to modify the route at the last possible moment if the 
situation requires it (weather report, danger). 

Whilst in the departure area and throughout the race, the wearing of a “choke” collar of any kind is 
prohibited for dogs. 

7.1 – Responsibility for race routes : to the extent that race briefings are mandatory and have the function 
of informing competitors of potential course changes and/or schedules, that circuit recognition times are 
foreseen, that the routes are displayed and downloadable, and that they are controlled by the markings 
before departure, the organizer disclaims any liability in the event of a race or schedule error on the part of 
the competitors, and will not be subject to any reimbursement whatsoever. The official time will be that of 
the course actually completed, and competitors absent at the start will not be able to start the race. 

8 - Cleanliness on-site and on trails: Cleanliness on-site and on routes: the collection of dog mess on the 
site and also on the routes is compulsory. The organizer will make available bags for collection, the 
competitors must have bags on them at all times. Also, the cleanliness of pitches and the rubbish collection 
are rigorous on the grounds of the site. A competitor not collecting the excrement of his dog or his garbage 
will receive a penalty of 1 minute. 

9 – Parking on the site :  

9-1 : Vehicles and access to the races: Outside of the parking areas provided for this purpose, competitors 
are strictly prohibited from parking along the roads or attempting to access the start of the races by vehicle 
(Natura 2000 zone). Please use the car parks provided for this purpose (along the golf course or the sports 
centre) and follow the instructions of the placards and/or the assigned locations. 

9-2 : Camping-cars and tents in the village: a parking area for campers and tents is provided on the village 
area. It is strictly forbidden to park outside this area under a penalty of exclusion from the village. Please 
follow the instructions of the placards and parking markers. Vehicles parked in this area must remain 
immobilized from the beginning to the end of the event, except in case of rain or instructions from the 
organizer. For non-marked positions, please be civil (make small areas) so everyone can find space. 
Groupings (clubs, friends) will be possible if they arrive grouped on the site (no reservation possible). 

9-3 :	 Shops in the Village: a “shopping” area is reserved for canine exhibitors and accessories	 For 
organisational reasons, a request must be made to the organisation at least 1 month before the event.	
Without the express agreement of the Commission, access to this space will not be allowed. No exclusivity 
will be granted. 

10 - Dog Dicipline : On the whole site (including camping areas), all the dogs must be kept on a lead or 
attached to the stake-out if they rest. The use of any training collar of any kind (electrical, vibration, 
sound or other) and ill-treatment of dogs is strictly forbidden at the risk of penalties which can lead to the 
disqualification of the competitor. 

11 - Responsabilités : Responsibilities: The organizer takes no responsibility in case of theft or of damage 
to private properties which can arise on the site (parking lot and appendices included) during the event. 
The organizer cannot be held responsible for accidents arising during the races or on the site. The 



competitor must have  third-party insurance, and declare to know the risks connected with the practice of 
dog sports and in particular those of the Trophy Jura Dog. 
 
12 - Assurance : Insurance : The participants of the Trophy Jura Dog, (license holders, non-license holders,) 
are covered by the federal insurance underwritten by the MAIF (details on www. FSLC-canicross.net). In 
case of accident, it is necessary to indicate to the judge of the race and to inform the organizer who will 
give the competitor the necessary document to be completed. 
 
13 - Participants must inform the nearest representative, as soon as possible, if they notice a competitor 
who injures himself, in order that the help can arrive as quickly as possible. Not to intervene constitutes a 
fault liable to penalties. Help is available from members of the civil fire brigades or the on-site security staff. 
Special attention must be noted on the possible presence at this time of year by processionary pine 
caterpillars, that are particularly dangerous. 

14 - Photography : The competitor authorises the organiser to use his/her name, as well as the 
photographic pictures taken during the event for promotion of the Trophée Jura’Chien, the Federation of 
Sports and Canine Leisure Activities (FSLC) and/or their partners. This authorization is tacit without 
disagreement written on behalf of the competitor. 
 
15 - Water Access : On the site of the races, a tank of drinking water, fed by a solar pump, is put at your 
disposal; it is for the use of cattle (herds of sheep) and to wet dogs in case of heat. Thank you for using it in 
moderation, and not forgetting to close the tap after use. 


